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History teachers and students adapt to the various challenges that come with 
learning in a remote setting by trying new methods to convey course content

Patiently waiting for her students to click into Zoom class, History teacher 
Hilary Barron sets up an interactive slideshow on the website Pear Deck. 
Finding ways to increase student engagement in class was only one of 

many obstacles that the History department faced this year in remote learning, 
with others such as moving in person activities online and fitting instructional 
content within a new schedule.

“The essential [curriculum hasn’t changed], but some of the non essential 
lessons have been shaved off, that’s what I feel has been the biggest struggle 
for me is looking at the calendar and seeing so few classes compared to regular 
years,” Barron said. “There’s a lot of pressure to pack as much as possible into 
a 90 minute lesson and to make hard decisions as to what to keep and what to 
jettison. Do I focus more on the history content, or do I focus more on the skill, 
the writing and the researching and how to find the balance between those 
two.”

This year teachers looked for ways to reinforce the information covered in 
class. One method has been assigning videos for students to watch at home 
in order to provide background knowledge or build upon information given in 
class. Senior Upasana Dilip found that videos, combined with what she recalls 
from previous history classes, has helped her better understand her current AP 
government class. 

“[AP Government] has definitely built up on APUSH, especially from the first 
couple of units of APUSH where we learned about the constitution and Articles 
of Confederation and Revolutionary War, and how it led to the creation of our 
modern government,” Dilip said. “[Videos are] a way to recap, especially if you’re 
reading more than one chapter at a time, it gets confusing. Being able to have 
that visual and audio point of view, it’s a nice way to refresh what you just read.”

Initially with a steep learning curve for both teachers and students to adjust 
to a fully remote schedule, with time students like junior Devin Gupta have 
found that certain aspects of school have worked well in the online format. 

“One thing that is really useful that [Ms. Belshe] did this year is she 
implemented take home DBQs where you don’t have to do it in class, and the 
first time I had to do a take home DBQ, my DBQ was so much better,” Gupta 
said. “And even the consecutive ones that we did [in class] were a lot better 
because after that I understood the structure of how [a DBQ is] supposed to be 
written. For me, that was extremely helpful. So I definitely think online has not 
affected, if not made it better for me.”

Despite a variety of changes made in history classes in all grade levels, 
distinguishable parts of each history experience have remained intact, allowing 
new students to partake in the same memorable activities from each year as 
students in the past. 

“I’m having my World History students this week take on the roles of 
European nations and do a discussion to avoid entering World War One, 
and this [simulation] actually translates really well into distance learning,” 
Barron said. “Although I used to have students write notes to each other and 
dramatically stand up and pass it to their partner, [online they can] just type 
them in the chat, which is not as exciting or dramatic, but I think we can do this 
full discussion no problem. I’m going to have them have virtual backgrounds to 
show what country they are, and so I’m just trying to find ways to do that in this 
distance learning environment.”

                                               —Sylvia Li
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Devin Gupta (11) 

annotates a piece of 
historical evidence 

from his AP US 
history class, 

absorbing 
information 

from a physical 
copy in order 

to deepen his 
understanding 
of the current 

unit. During 
remote learning, 

teachers were 
able to order 

printed copies 
of various 

assignments for 
students to pick 
up at the MVHS 

bus circle 
and reference 

throughout 
lectures and 

activities. 
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“I think [2021 is] going to be 
memorable, but I really don’t know 
how the year will play out. 2020 has 
been an example of that, I don’t think I 
would have predicted that a year ago. 
I hope that schools get to reopen and I 
get to actually meet my teachers, [but] 
that really depends on the pandemic.”

SWARNYA SRIVASTAVA (9)

“It’s hard to believe that by fall I’ll be a 
senior so I’m hoping I’ll be able to make 
the most of 2021, maybe by learning to 
drive. Even though 2021 had a rough 
start, I’m sure things will be much 
better than 2020.”

DYLAN YANG (11)

“There’s been a lot of conflict politically 
so far, [so] I hope things will be more 
stable going forward. Based on rising 
[Covid-19] cases and stricter guidelines, 
I’m not sure if we’ll get to go back [to 
school] this year, [but if we do] I’m most 
looking forward to hanging out with my 
friends in person and going to class 
to do interactive labs and other things 
that we can’t really do online.”

MAGGIE YANG (10)

How did you react 
when you heard the 
news?
“I remember some 
reporters were like 
‘oh, there’s all these 
protesters and they might 
get into the Capitol’, so 
I wasn’t really worried 
about it. But then once 
they showed the footage 
of the insurrectionists 
getting into the Capitol, 
that’s when I realized that 
there’s a problem there.”

How did your reaction 
change later on?
“I was shocked watching 
them getting to the 
chambers and worried 
because there [was] 
no response from the 
police. [When the police 
arrived] I was frustrated, 
because I felt like it was 
too late. People already 
got in and there wasn’t 
an adequate response. A 
lot of people’s lives were 
endangered that day.”

Did you talk to anyone 
during the break-in?
“I was talking to my mom. 
I [showed] her people 
actually getting into 
the Capitol. She’s from 
Pakistan, and a lot of this 
that happens there as 
well. She was like ’This is 
so similar [to] my home 
country Pakistan’. There’s 
people that are actually 
getting in, so she related 
[it] to her home town, 
home country.”
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72%72%
68%68%
62%62%

of students have used 
Kami this year

of students have used 
Padlet this year

of students have used 
Pear Deck this year

Out of of 230 MVHS students ...

83%83% of students have used 
Edpuzzle this year

We have worksheets from past 
classes that were used previous 

years. Currently, for Calculus BC topics 
only, we’re using a website called 

korpis world. It has a lot of worksheets, 
and videos and just notes in general 

that we use for our class”

[In Calculus BC], we had a bunch 
of video lectures with [Mr. Leckie] 
who was very interesting, he kept 

putting in jokes and he kept bringing 
in a rubber dinosaur, which was 

entertaining, and he was very good at 
explaining stuff.”
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 KENNETH SHUI (10)  PRAGYA KALLANAGOUDAR (12)
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Olivia Rodrigo releases her debut 
single on Jan. 8, which quickly 
becomes the fastest song to 
reach over 100 million plays on 
Spotify. Photo by Geffen Records

capitol riots
On Jan. 6 insurrectionists scale 
and break into the US capitol 
building during the certification of 
the 2020 electoral votes. Photo by 
Michael Robinson Chavez

georgia runoffs
Democratic party candidates Jon Ossoff 
and Raphael Warnock win the senate 
runoff elections, giving Democrats 
control of the senate. 
Photo by Kevin D. Liles

covid outbreak
After Christmas a Kaiser 
hospital in San Jose struggles 
with a Covid-19 outbreak, 
resulting in 50+ staff infections. 
Photo by Anda Chu


